
GEOMETRY 
Question Paper : · October 2011 Maximum Marks:60

Note : Please Refer to All Notes a. P. March 2008. 
Q, 1. (A) ·· Solve any six sub-question :_ 

L 

(I} l n 'the following figure, Ray: NS ls bisector of 
L LNM In A LMN . LS = 4, SM = 2, MN = 8 
Find L N. 

(Ii) Find the diag9naI of a rect:1ngle whose sid&/:1 are 4 ctn and 3 cm. 
.. 

(UI) In the following given figure, a is a centre of 
the circle' and PM, PN are tangent segments 
to circle: If L MPN = 3()0, find ·L MON 

·,

(Iv) In the-folloWing figure, m (llfC PMQ} = 1200. 
Find M PQS. 

• 

(v) Draw a line segment of AB = 5.5 cm and bisect It 
. . 

(vi) F. d th I f tan 52. an e�a ue o cot38 .

(vii) What is the volume of a cylinder with radius 14 cm and height 2 cm? (Give.n "= l?) ,..,
(viii) F!nd the distance between the points : P (2,6), Q (4, 7). 7 

Q. 2. (A) Solveanyfoursub-questions ;_ � 
(i) In A RST:_L.S = 90°, '.LT=�, RT= 10, find RS and ST. _Pr-.,,...�,tci

(II) In the following gi,ven �19ure, there are four •
tangents to a circle-at the points
A, B, .C and D. These four tangents-fonn
a.parallelogram PQRS, If PB= 6 and
BQ :d 4, then find PS. 

(Iii) In the following figure. P is the centre of
the circle having di!!meler AB and M is a 
Point cin the circle, If m L PMB = 500, 
then-find: 
(1) m (arc MxB)
(2) m _(arcAyM).

' 

(iv) Draw the circumcir�!e of AABC such that L B = 900,'BC = 5.4 cm and AB= 6 cm.

CV) If tan e = 1 , -then find the values of sin e and cos 0·

(vi) The volume of a cube is 125 cr;n•. Find the total surface area of that cube.
Q. 3. Sol¥e any four sub-questions : (lit 

(i) AABC-A PQR.A(AABC)"144 cm2 andA( APQR)=81cm2.
If AB= 8cm, then find PQ.

(II) From the Information given below In the figure,
L PQR - 90", L PSR = 90",
find: (1) PR and (2) RS

Time Duration: 2 Hrs 30 Mins



�'thefigureglven·_�lhe�bed
ci1t1e of li ABC touch•. side AB .at L, 
lide BC at M and side AC at N. ' ' 1 �.JhatA{liABC)=·2(Peri�ter of' t.ABC) x 
(Rediuaofthe Inscribed circle). 

,,, In the figure A, B and C are three poin� 
on a circie:w1t11 centre O such !hat·
m LAOB = 100°, m LAOC = 13()0 
Flndm LBAC. 

M From the top of a lighthouse, an observer looks at a ship and finds the angle of depression 
to-be 6()0. If the height of the lighthouse is 90 metres, then find how far is that ship from · 
the llghthouse? 

. M Using distance fonnula, Show that the points L(-1,6), M (1, 5) apd N (-5, 8) are collinear. 
G. 4,, Solve any ttuee aub-quntlona : (12) 

flt Prove that, in a triangle, lhfl angle bisector divides the side opposite to the angle in the ratio of 
'n,mainirig sides. 

tllt In !J. ABC, eegAP iS a median. If AP= 7 and Af!,2..+AC2 = 260, then find BC. 
fl) In the.given figure b.elow, the circle i!l the 
. . incirc1e of an isosceles li ABC, where seg 
. • AB;. seg AC. Prove that M bisects BG . 

.., · O Is the centre of a circle. Point M, in arc AMB is such lfiat : 

·/1.

m (atc AM) = m (an; MB). • a'--...a:..,.,...'---�c
I: i $how that readius OM is perpendicular to chord AB. M 

M Draw a tangent to a cirae with centre P and radius 2.8 cm, from a point 'M' such that 
. . . 

PM=7cm. 
M 5 rupee coins were made by melting a solid ctlboidal block of metal with dime.nsions 

16 x 11.x 10 in cm. How many coins ofthlckness .2 mm.and diameter2 Cl)'lbe made? 

G. I.· IClllve any thl'ff aulH!uestlons :
(Given tr= �)

(12) 

L B = 900 and altitude 8D has length 4 cm. flt Conslruct A ABC, suc:h that AC "' 9 cm. 
flt Show that : 2 sin2 A- 1 

ll!ic2A - cosec2 A = sin• A cos• 'A

C11t tnOABCD, side BC II AD. Diagonals 
AC and BD intersect each other at P. 

'A 

· · ·•1, --- 1 
ii AP = 3 AC, then prove that DP = 2 BP, ., 

H An tin-maker converts a cubical metallic box into 10 cylindrical tins. Side of the cube is 
50 cm and radius �l the·cyli� is. 7 cm. Find the height of each cylinder so made if the 
wastage of 12% is Incurred in the p�. 

·cc· 
22) , - 1ven tr=- 7 

cw, The line segment AB is divided at P = (4,5) internally in the ratio 3; 4, if 8 (8, 9) 
find the coordina� of A 

M In a cyclic quadrilateral show that the sum of the product of the opposite si9es is equal to the 
.product of the diagonals. 




